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     ELECTRICAL DATA

Input voltage
220/240 V AC

Frequency 50/60 Hz
Energy consumption 100 to 900 VA

Electrical fuses 10 Amper
EU Certification CE 0653

     OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
Right armrest Available cables for digital external connections

Water supply bottle 2L Assistant panel 3-way hydrosyrigne
Amalgam separator

     ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
Temperature +10 to +40 0C

Relative humidity 30 to 75%
Air pressure 700 hPa to 1,060 hPa

Dental chair maximum load capacity 250 kg
Assistant tray maximum load capacity 5 kg

3493 BLACK45054949 14349 15542*7115* 12504* 1111*
* Metallic Shades
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Adjustable Headrest, double-articulated, also suitable for children
Specially designed backrest; its clever shape – broader on top, narrower at the bottom- gives the feeling of robustness and comfort 
to the patient but at the same time allows the dentist to approach close to the chair. 
Foot pedal, easy to use and move due to its metallic arch, offers multiple functions such as progressive instrument activation for the 
micromotor, chip-blower (optional), patient chair movement, last treatment position and hands-free operation for the dental light 
Electromechanic system through the new, improved LINAK motors (Denmark), noiseless and smooth function. Safety Feature onto 
the chair base: in the presence of an obstacle the dental chair will automatically stop its movement
Synthetic upholstery, extremely durable, seamless, suitable for medical use, in a wide variety of colors 
Nurse console with 2 aspiration hoses (diameter 11 and 17 mm) and 1 three-way syringe (optional), control panel for all functions 
as on the doctor’s element. 
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Spittoon bowl, made of white porcelain, removable for cleaning and disinfecting. Its special curves ensure perfect sealing from water 
leakage. 
Doctor’s element in 3 different types: hanging cords, whip arm or mobile cart. Five -5- freely configurable outlets. Silicone cords, 
smooth and suitable for disinfection. Wide selection of rotating instruments: such as turbines, micromotors, piezo-electric scalers etc.
Soft touch control panel with buttons for each function: movement of the seat, 3 programmable memories, P1 rinsing position, water 
to bowl, water to cup, on/off water to instruments, auxiliary button. 
Extremely flexible cords at the whip arm edition that can be secured through a locking system into the desired working position for 
optimum comfort to the operator’s hands.
Instrument tray of dimensions 36 X 28 cm as additional storage space. The autoclavable rubber mat protects the working surfaces 
from undesired scratches.
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